[The pancreas in diabetes mellitus. The echographic aspects].
Forty patients with diabetes mellitus (25 with insulin-dependent and 15 with non-insulin dependent diabetes) were studied by means of US in order to evaluate possible volumetric alterations in the pancreas and their eventual progression over time. Thirty healthy subjects were also studied as a control group. The following variables were recorded: thickness of the head, body and tail of the pancreas and area of its head. The patients were also divided into 5 groups according to the age of diabetes (< 1, > 1, > 7, > 14, > 21 years). The results showed 25 IDDM patients to exhibit significant reduction in these variables relative to controls (p < = 0.01), especially in the body (average reduction -40%) and tail (average reduction -20%) of the pancreas. NIDDM patients exhibited non-significant reductions in pancreatic size. The study of the 5 groups of IDDM patients, divided according to the duration of diabetes, revealed all pancreatic variables to reduce more than in controls within a year since diagnosis, to exhibit relative increase during the next 7 years and finally to reduce again in the following years. These results show that anatomic damage to the pancreas occurs within the first year of diabetes. Moreover, IDDM was seen to alter the normal proportions among the single anatomic structures forming the pancreas, especially relative to two anatomic ratios--i.e., head/body and tail/body pancreatic thickness. The relative values in IDDM patients were markedly higher than those in controls (p < 0.001). The patients were again divided into 5 groups according to the age of diabetes: the values of the above ratios in the course of diabetes greatly differed from those observed in controls--i.e., they increased within the first year of diabetes, were steady during the next 7 years, and returned to normal values after 21 years of diabetes, which meant the return to the normal anatomic ratios among the three parts of the pancreas.